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COMPETITION BETWEEN ATOMIC AND MOLECULAR CHLORINE ELIMINATION 
IN THE INFRARED MULTIPHOTON DISSOCIATION OF CF2Cl2 

ABSTRACT 

D. Krajnovicha, F. Huiskenb, Z. Zhangc, Y. R. Shend· 
andY. T. Leea,e 

Materials and Molecular Research Division 
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory 

University of California 
Berkeley, CA 94720 

Infrared multiphoton dissociation of CF2c1 2 has been 

reinvestigated by the crossed laser-molecular beam technique using a high 

repetition rate co2 TEA laser. Both the atomic and molecular chlorine 

elimination channels were observed: (1) CF2c1 2 ~ CF2Cl + Cl, and 

(2) CF2c1 2 ~ CF2 + Cl 2• No evidence was found for secondary 

dissociation of CF2Cl at laser energy fluences up to 8 J/cm2• 

Center-of-mass product translational energy distributions were obtained 

for both dissociation channels. In agreement.with previous work, the 

products of reactiun (1) are found to have a statistical translational " 

energy distribution. The products of reaction (2) are formed with a mean 

translational energy of 8 kcal/mole, and the distribution peaks ~ather 

sharply about this value, indicating a sizeable exit barrier to molecular 

elimination. The product branching ratio was directly determined. 

Reaction (2) accounts for roughly 10% of the total dissociation yield in 

the fluence range 0.5 - 8 J/cm2 These results provide an additional 

test of the statistical theory of unimolecular reactions. 

This work was supported by the Director, Office of Energy Research, Office 
of Basic Energy Sciences, Chemical Sciences Division and the Assistant 
Secretary fQr Nuclear Energy, Office of Advanced Systems and Nuclear 
Projects, Advanced Isotope Separation Division of the U.S.· Department of 
Energy under Contract DE-AC03-76SF00098. 
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I. INTR008CT10N 

Infr~red multip~oton absorption may be used to prepare vibrationally 

excited molecules for studies of unimolecular reaction dynamics~ 

CF2c1 2 is a particularly interesting candidate for such studies, since 

it has two dissociation channels with nearly the same endothermicity: 

( 1 ) CFC Cl > CF2Cl + Cl :-AH~ 80 -k-c a 1/ mole 2 2 
.. ;.· -

(2) > CF2 + c1 2 AH - 73 kcal/mole. 

The threshold·energyforreaction (2) is expected to-be somewh9t higher 

than the endothermicity, since there probably exists an activation energy 

for the reverse association reaction. 

In order to gai~ a basic understanding of the dissociatf6n dYnamics 

of 'thi.s simple system~ t.he following questions must be an.swereq. · (1) What· 

is· the size ~f t~~ potential energy barrier in the. molecular elimination. 

channel·? (Does that channel have a lpwer or~igher threshold-energy than 

the atomic' elimination channel?) (2) How. many photons do the molecules 

absorb before they ~is~ociate, and what do the product energy 

distributions look like? (3) What is the branching ratio and how does it 

depend on t~e laser intensity and energy fluence? Are the result~ in 

· quantitative .agreement with the predictions of RRKM theory? ( 4) Is 

secondary~issociation of CF2Cl important? 

Recently anumber of experiments on CF2c1 2 have been reported 

~hich bear on these questions. In a previous molecular beam 

experiment, 1 onlythe atomic elimination reaction was.observed and fhe 

translational energy distribution of the CF2cl + Cl pr6ducts ~as 
. ~ ' . . ' ' . . . 

measured. It was inferred that the molecules absorb, on average, 2--3 

,, 
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photons beyond the threshold for reaction (1). An upper limit of 10% was 

placed on the fraction of molecules dissociating via Cl 2 eliminatibn. · 

~ King and Stephenson2 used the laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) 

~- technique to measure the initial internal energy distribution of the CF2 
fragments prciduced in reaction (2). An optical time-of-flight (TOF) 

method was alsa used3 to estimate the average kinetic energy of the 

nascent CF2 products. Since only CF2 was detected. in these 

experiments, no estimate of the relative importance of reactions (1) and 

(2) could be made. Also, the possibility that some of the CF2 was 

created by secondary dissociation of CF2Cl, although unlikely, could not 

be completely ruled out. Of course, such interference would greatly 

complicate and dilute the sig~ificance of their results •. 

Hudgens4 used a beam sampling mass spectrometer· to measure the 

real-time mass spectra of CF2Cl 2 photolysis products following a co2 
laser pulse. He observed signals from masses 70, 72 and 74, corresponding 

to c1 2 formation with a normal isotopic distribution. By comparing the 

relative signals at masses 70 and 35 (after suitable corrections), he 

estimated the ratio of Cl versus Cl 2 formation to be greater than 33:1. 

However, this estimate may not be valid if there is a significant 

difference in the_ amount ·of translational energy released in reactions (1) 

and (2), since the kinematics of the dissociation process affects the 

detection sensitivity. 

A large number of conventional gas cell photolysis experiments have 

also been performed on CF2c1 2• In one study, Morr1son and Grant5 

( .... 
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used Br2 as a scavenger in ten-fdld excess over CF2c1 2. Following 

irradiation, only· two products were observed, CF2ClBr and CF2 Br~, 

which they ~nterpreted as arising from CF2Cl and CF2, respectively. 

They found thai the CF2 yie1~ comprised only 4% of the total 

~issociation yield at a laser energy fluence of 6 J/cmz and that this 

percentage increased as the fluence was lowered. This suggests that 

re~ction (2), rather than seconda~y dissociation of CF 2Cl, is the 

dominant source of CF2 in this fluence range. · As the fluence was 

lowered furthe~, the relative ·cF2 yield passed through a maximum (-7% of 

~he total) ana then decr~ased. From this Morrison and Grant concluded 

that th~ thresh61d for Clz el~mination (enaoergicity + barrier) must be 

higher than that for C-Cl bond fission. Suih a conclusion must be 

regarded cautiou~ly,st;ce ·colllsforiaTeffectS are certainly important; 

even during the laser pulse, at the relativelyhigh pressures (1 torr) of 

these experiments. 

In the present molecular beam experiment, a high repetition rate 

co2 TEA laser was used as the excitation source. The two 

orders-of-magnitude in~rease in duty cycle over the pr~vious molecular 

beam experiment allowed boih aissociation channels to be observed. The 

experiment consisted mainly of. ~1) measurement of the product 

translational energy distributions for both dissociation channels, (2) 

accurate determination of the branching ratio and its de-pendence on energy 

tluence, ind {3) est1mation of the importance of secondary dissociation of 

CF2Cl. The results cle~r up some of the a~biguities in the previous 

experiments, and allow us to give quantitative answers to most of the 

questions posed earlier. 

t 
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II. EXPERIMENTAL ARRA~GEMENT 

The molecular beam apparatus usea in this study has been described in 

"1 . 1 6 aeta1 prev1ou~ y. Briefly, a supersonic beam of CF2c1 2 molecules 

was crossed at right angles with the output of a high repetition rate 

co2 TEA laser in a liquid nitrogen cooled interaction chamber maintained 

at -5 x 10-7 torr~ The multiphoton dissociation products were detected 

in the plane of the laser and molecular beams by a rotatable, ultra-high 

vacuum mass spectrom~ter consisting of a_triply differentially pumped 

electron bombardment ionizer, a quadrupole mass filter, and a Daly-type 

ion counter. 

The molecular beam was formed by expanding 200 torr 6f neat 

CF2C1 2 through a 0~1 mm diameter quartz nozzle, which was heated to 

18o·c to enhance multiphoton absorption. The velocity distribution of 

this CFzC12 beam was determined by conventional TOF measurements. The 
4 . . 

beam haa a peak velocity of 5.45 x 10 em/sec and a FWHM velocity spread 

of 30%. The molecular beam source utilized three stages of differential 

pumping to reduce·the amount of effusive background entering the detector 

at small viewing angles. The beam was defined to an angular divergence of 

-1.5". 

A GenTec DD-250 co2 TEA laser was used as the excitation source. 
-1 The laser was tuned to 1083 em for all of the measurements reported 

here. This excites the v1 mode o.f CF 2c1 2 which is centered at 1098 

-1 7 em The energy fluence was aajusted by varying the distance 

between a 25 em focal length ZnSe lens and the molecular beam. The 
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multimode laser pulses had a FWHM of -150 ns with very little tail. 

Typit~lly the laser produced 0.3 J/pulse at a repetition rate of 70Hz . 

. Angular distrib~tions of the multiphoton dissociation products were 

measured as a -function of th~ ang1e e between the detector ~nd the 

molecular beam." The effective angular resolution of the detector is 

betweeri 1;2• and 3.5°, depehding dn'~he size of the interaction region. 

At a given angie e, the signal N(e) was nie:asured· by gating two scalers 

with ~reference ~ulse from th~ co2 laser. After an initial delay (to 

allow·the .fastest fragments to· almost reach the detector), ·the first 

scaler was enabled to count signal plus background f"or a gate width 
.· 

corresponding to the width of the TOF distribution.· After a long ·(10 ms) 

delay, the second scaler was enabled to count ·for an equal period of 

· time. This allowed backgrouno subtraction. 

Product TOF distributions at v.arious angles were obtained. using a 

255~channel'mu1tiscaler interfaced to a Digital Equipment Corporation 

LSI-11 microcomputer. The reference pulse from the laser served to 

trigger the-scaler. A dwell time per channel of 10 ~s was used. 

• 
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III. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

In order to unambiguously study a system with two competing 

dissociation channels, we need to be able to detect, without interference, 

at least one product from each di~sociation channel. This is possible in 

the present case, since the CF2Cl and Cl 2 products of reactions ( 1) 

ar1d (2) can be 
+ + 

uniquely monitored as CF2Cl and c1 2 in the mass 
+ + 

spectrometer. TOF distributions of CF2Cl and c1 2 obtained at 

g =5° are shown in Fig. 1, proving that both reactions (1) and ( 2) are 

occurring to a measur·able extent. In Parts A and B of this section we 

present our detailed results on the dyhamics of these competing reaction 

channels. In Part C we estimate the importance of secondary dissociation 

of CF2Cl. Finally, in part~ we consider .the branching ratio and its 

dependence on laser energy fluence. With the obvious exceptio~ of the 

branching ratio vs. fluence measurements, all results reported were 

obtained at an energy fluence of 6 J/cm2. 

+ 
The angular aistribution of CF2Cl is shown in Fig. 2. The error 

bars represent plus and minus two standard deviations of the statistical 
+ + counting error. ·Angular distributions of CFCl and CF2 were also 

+ measured and were found to be identical to CF2Cl within experimental 

error. The velocity aistributions of CF2Cl+ at three laboratory 

angles are shown in Fig.·3. For clarity, all three velocity distributions 

have been normalized to the same height. These are velocity flux 
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distributions, I(v), which are related to the measured TOF (number 

density) distributions by 

I(v) OC. N{t) v • 

These angular and velocity qistributions were used to deduce the 

probability-distribution of the center-of-mass (CM) translational energy, 

P(E), .released to the fragments in the dissociation process. In the. 

analysis, an .. assumed P(E) is used to calculate the laboratory angular and 
; 

velocity distributions of the detected fragment. These·are compared to 

the experimental distributi'ons. The P(E) is then modified and the 

calculation repeated until a good fit is obtained •. Typically only two 

parameters· are needed to fit the. data; these are the. ,peak and the width of 

the translational energy distribution. Center...,.of-ma~s angular 

distributions of ~he products are found to be isotropic.: 

The·curves in Figs. 2 and 3 were calculate~·from the P(E)'s·shown in 

Fig. 4. These distributions all peak at zero and have mean translational 

energies of 0.8, 1.4 and 2.0 kcal/mole. The theoretical and experimental 

angular distributions were normalized ate= 20°. The theoretical 

velocity-distributions were all normalized to the maximum of the 

experimental distribution at .each angle (i.e., no relative normalization 

factors related to the theoretical angular distributions were used) •. 

The P(E) represented by the solid curve in Fig. 4 gives the best fit 

to the data •. The other two-P(E)'s serve.to illustrate the sensitivity of 

the fitting procedute. We conclude that the CF2Cl +.Cl products are 

·formed with a mean (CM) translational energy of -1.4 :1: 0.2 ,kcal/mole and 

• 
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that the distribution of recoil energies peaks at or very near zero 

(within -O.l kcal/mole). 

While it is well known that the primary purpose of _RRKM theory is to 

calculate rate constants, the theory also predicts product translational · 

energy distributions in cases where there is negligible interaction 

between the products after the critical 'configuration is passed. It has 

been shown1 that this condition is often satisfied by molecules 

undergoing Simple bond fission reactions, including CF2c1 2. By 

comparing RRKM P(E) •s with experiment, it is therefore possible to 

estimate th~ average level of molecular excitation and the dissociation 

lifetime. 

The P(E)•s in Fig. 4 were actually calculated from RRKM theory for 

various levels of excitation. The present RRKM calculation is essentially 

identical to that described by Sudbo et a1. 1 For completeness, a 

description of the calculation is included in Appendix I. The best fit 
. . . . I 

RRKM P(E) obtains for a leVel of excitation of 8.0 kcal/mole (2.5 photons) 

above the C-Cl dissociation threshold. The corresponding dissociation 

lifeti~e is around 4 ns. Since the mean translational energy is 1.4 

kcal/mole; about 6.6 kcal/mole is left in the internal degrees of freedom 

of the CF2Cl product. 

Angular and velocity distributions of Cl+ were also measured. 

These are shown in Figs. 5 and 6. The angular distribution of Cl+ is 

significantly narrower than the angular distribution of Cl calculated from 

the P{E) which b~st fit ·the CF2Cl+ data. This indicates that an 

appreciable fraction of the CF2Cl radicals which are ionized crack to 
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+ + give Cl • (C1 2 produced in reaction (2) is also a sou,rce of Cl , 

but we will show in Part C that this contribution is negligible.) We 
+ 

therefore fit the Cl angula~-distribution to a linear combination of 

the calculated CF2Gl and Cl angular distribution·s, as shown in Fig. 5. 

At e = 5°, 40% o_f the Cl+ si.gnal comes :from CF2~L At larger angles,. 

this .percentage decreases, .since the angular distribution .of CF2Cl is 

much- narrower than that of Cl. This follows because the CF2c1 product 

must be slower than Cl to conserve· Jinear momentum .. The same .relative 
+ contributions of CF2Cl and Cl which were use~ to fit the-Cl an9ular 

distribution also give good fits to the Cl+ velocity dist~ib~tion~ (see 

Fig. 6). 

+ -•. The velocity distribu_tions of Cl 2 are show.n in Fig. 7. At·e = 

5°, the Clt product has a peak laboratory veJocity nearly twice that of 

the. CF2c1 2 molecular be.am, confirming the presence of an _exit barrier 

for this. reacti-on. Since the products_ interact strongly as they des,¢E;!nd 

this barrier, RRKM theory cannot be call_ed.upon to predict the produc:t 

translational energy dist~ibution (at l~ast, not without addii.ional,. 

assumptions). Instead,. we tried to fit the exp~rimental data with a 

translational energy distribution of the form P(E) = (E~a) 2exp(-E/b), 

treating a .and b as adjustabl~ parameters~ Three suth distributions are 

shown in Fig. 8. All three have a mean translational energy of8 

kcal/molf. In Fig. 7, the Cl 2 velocity distributions calculated from 

/: 
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these P(E)•s are compared with experiment. The P(E) represented by the 

solid curve in Fig. 8 gives the best fit to the data. This P(E) has a

FWHM energy spread of 7.8 kcal/mole. 

The present results on c1 2 elimination from CF2c1 2 are 

remarkably simila·r to previous molecular beam results on HCl elimination 

from CF2HC1.8 In both cases the products are formed with a mean 

translational energy of 8 kcal/mole. · The shapes of the P(E) •s are also 

very similar. This suggests that the ch~racter of the pote~tial·energy 

surface along the reaction coordinate is not very diff~~ent for these two 

re~ctions. The height of the exit barrier for the HCl elimination 

reaction is known to be around 7 kcal/mole. 9 If we assume an identical 

barrier height for the reaction CF2c1 2 ~ CF2 + c1 2, then the 

threshold for C1 2 elimination is around 80 kcal/mole. 

C. Secondary Dissociatfon of CF2Cl 

In Part A, we inferred that the CF2Cl photofragments are formed 

with an averge internal ~nergy of ~6.6 kcal/mole. The density of states 

of CF2Cl at this level of excitation is extremely 16w. In addition, the 

nearest· absorption band of CF 2c 1 1 ies 65 crn-1 to the b'l ue of the 1 aser 

frequencj used in our experiments. 10 Therefore, it s~~ms·very unlikely 

that the.primary CF2Cl prod~cts could thems~lves absorb photons from the 

laser fi~ld and dissociate. 
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. Nevertheless; let us suppose for the moment that there is some 

secondary dissociation of CF2Cl: 

(3) CF 2c1 > CF2 + Cl ~H = 51 kcal/mole. 

Then 
. . : + + 

the angular distributions and TOF spectra of CF2 (and CF ) 

must 
. " . + + 

deviate from~~ose of£F2cl a~d CFCl , since additional 

translational energy· is released in the secondary dissocia~ion. 
+ + . 

ExperimentalJy, the CF
2

· and CF
2
Cl data are. superimposable,within 

experimental error. Of q>Urse, this does no;t prove that tnere is no 

s~c_ondary dissociati9n, but. it is possible to put an upper bound on the 

percentage of secondary dissoe-iation.which may be occurring (at an energy 

flu~nce of 6 J/cm2) .•. 

Before proceeding, we should first address the questirin of why the 

CF2 ~adicals produced in the c1 2 eli~inotion reaction do not 

significantly perturb the measured angular and velocity distribut.ions of 

CF;~ which are essentially identical to those of CF2Cl+. The 

answer has more t~~o. with the kinematics than with the fact that c1
2 

elimination is'. a minor reaction -channel. The CF2Cl products are. 

produced with relatively low kinetic ener:gy and,.at··e scattered into a 

r~Jatively narrow laboratory angular range. T~e CF2 p~odutts from the 

elim.ination of c1 2 are produced with much greater average k.inetic energy 

and are scattered almost isotropically in the lab coordinate system. 
' ' 

Therefore, at small lab angles (e < 35°), only a very small fraction of 

the CF2 products arising.from c1 2 elimination will get scattered i~t~ 

the solid angle viewed by the detector. Usjng the method to be described 

in Part O, we actua11Y calculated that the contribution to the cF; 
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signal from CF2 is 440, 88 and 11 times smaller than the contribution 

from CF2Cl ate= 5" ,··20" and 35", respectively.· Since the experimental 

error bars increase from 2% ate·= 5" to 20% ate= 35", it is not 

surprising that this CF2 contribution goes unrioticed. · 

Now back to the question of secondary dissociation. The sensitivity 

of. the cF; angular distribution to any CF2 produced via reaction 

(3) depends strongly on the amount of translational energy released in the 

secondary reaction. To estimate this translational energy, we proceeded 

as follows. The RRKM rate constant for reaction (3) increases so rapidly 

with excess energy that rione of the CF2Cl radicals are e~pected to 

absoib additional photons once they cross the dissociation threshold. We 

therefore assumed an average excess energy of 1.6 kcal/mole (0.5 photons) 

and used RRKM theory to calculate the product translational energy 

distribution. The mean CF2 + Cl translational energy was 0.6 

kcal/mole. The angular distribution of CF2 (assuming complete secondary 

dissoc.iation of CF2Cl) was then calculated using this P(E) and the 

CF2Cl laboratory angular and velocity distributions. In Fig. 9 this 

calculated distribution (short-dashed curve) is compared to the measured 

cF; angular distribution. The solid curve is the best fit to the 

CF2Cl+ angular distribution (see Fig. 2). In order to see what the 

cF; angular distribution would have looked like if an arbitrary 

percentage of the CF2Cl product underwent secondary dissociation, an 

appropriate linear combination of the solid and dashed curves must be 

calculated, taking into account the slightly different probabilities of 
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+ .. 
dete~ting CF2 and CF2Cl radicals as GF2 in the ·mass spectrometer. 

Th~ long-dashed curve in Fig. 9 was calculated in .this way, assuming 20% 

secondary,dissociation. Given the~ size of--the exp~ri~ntal .error oars, we 

regard this figure as a conservative upper boun~ on the~~xtent of setonday 

dissociation which may be occurring at an:energy fluence of 9 J/cm2 •.. 

D. Branching Ratio 

We define the branchingratio R to.b_e the ratio of the fracti-on of 

. mo1ecules dissociating through the Cl 2 elimination channel (xCl )-to 
2 .· 

the fractinn Df moleGUles dissociating through the ~1 ~limination~channel 

R = 
1 - xCl 

2 

;·,, 

(We are assuming that all molecules which dissoc_i,ate follow one of :these 

two channels.) 

,-
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The exper1mental dete~~ination of R involves two distinct st~ps. First, 

we need to calculate the true product signals from the ion signals measured 

in the mass spectrometer. Second, we need to transform these product 

signals from the LAB to the CM syste~. We will discuss these two steps in 

detail beiow. 

With the detector at e = 5~, we set the quadrupole mass filter to 

near unit mass resolution and compared the mass spectrometer signals at 
35 35 + 35 + . 

rn/e = 70 ( ' Cl 2) and at m/e = 66 (CF Cl ). We obtained 

0.036 ion counts/laser pulse at m/e = 70 and 1.39 counts/pulse at m/e = 
+ 

66. After correcting tor isotopic abundance, this yields a c1 2 to 
+ 

CFC1 ratio of 

= 0.034. 

In order to relate these ion signals to the c12 and CF2Cl product 

signals, we have to understand the nature of the electron bombardment 

ionization process. Consider the electron bombardment ionization of a 

molecule or radical P. The initial ionization event involves the 

forrnat1on of the parent molecular ion, 

e + P --.....--->~. P+ + 2 e. 

lhe probability of this event is proportional to the total.ionization 

cross section ot P, o .. (P). If the paren~ ion is formed with 
1 on · 

sufficient internal excitation, it may unimo-lecularly decompose to produce 

a variety of daughter ions~ 
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i = 1 ' 2'~ ...• 

The fraction of the parent ions P+ which~fragm~nt to ~ive the daUghter 

ion o:. wiil be denotea by f(D~ I P). 
1 1 . 

Therefore, the measured cl;,:cFCl+ ion s~gnai •ratio i.s re1ated 
·, 

·to the true C12:CF2Cl product ratio accoroing to 

+ • f(Cl . ICl ) ._2 2 
= 

In general, when comparing two ion signals, one· must also consider 
. ' . 

a ifferences in the transmiss 1on of the. qua'drupo le mas·s spectrometer, but 
,. 

this effect is negligible in the present case due to the simila~ masses of 
+ + 

Ci2 and CFCl • ,. 

lh~ re1ative ionization tross sections of c12 ~no CF2Cl were 

est1mated as foi1ows. Center and Mana111 have shown that, for a wide 

. variety of atomic and molecular species, a good correlation'e.Xists between 

the· maximum ionization cross section ana the· square root of the 

polarizability. From Fig. 2 of Ref. 11 we_obtain the rela~ion 

= 36 - r: - 18;, · a ion "'I"' 

where a. is the maximum ionization cross section in units of A2 and · 1on . 

a is the polarizabiiitj in A3• Our ionizer was operated· ~t an electron' 

energy of 200 eV, which· is close to' the maxim~m :of the ionization:cross 

sect ion curve for most species. We took the molecular poiarizabi 1 ity- to. 

be the sum of the atomic polariia,bilities. Values of atomic 

polarizabilities were taken from the review article by Miller ana 

B 12 eaerson: aC = 1.76, aF = 0.557, aCl = 2.18; all in units of 

~-

.,. ·. 
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A3. We obtain 

0 ion (C12) 
a. (CF2C1) 

1 on 
= 57.2 

62.9 
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= 0. 91. 

The fragmentation pattern of CF2Cl was measured'at e = 5Q. The 
' + major daughter ions ana their weights relat1ve to CF2Cl are listed 

beiow: 
+ + + + + 

CF 2Cl :CFCl :CF2:CF :Cl = 100:35:82:52:29. 

For these measurements the quadrupole resolution was set very low to allow 

collection of both Cl isotopes and to minimize differences in ion 
+ transmiss1on. lhe Cl signal was corrected for the contribution from Cl 

atoms as described in Part A. The .estimated contributions to the 
+ + + CF2, CF and Cl signals from CF2 ana c1 2 were very small and 

were ignored. We conclude that 12% of the CF2C1 radicals which are 
+ + 

ionized fragment to give CFCl , i.e., f(CFCi ICF2Cl) = 0.12. lhe 

c12 fragmentation pattern was determined by pointing the detector 
' + + 

airectly into a beam of c1 2. The ratio of c12 to Cl was 8.5:1. 
+ 

Therefore f(C1 2IC1 2) = 0.~0. 

We can now calculate the Cl 2:cF2Cl product ratio at e = 5°. 

NCl (50) NC12+ (50) o
1011 

(CF2C1) . f(CFC1+jCF2Cl) 2 
(50) = (50) (Cl 2) t(c1 2+1c1 2) NCF 

2
c1 NCFC1+ 0 ion 

(0.034) 1 (0.12) = (0.91) 0.90 . 

= 0.0050. 
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Now we have to transform this LAB quantity to the CM system. Using 

the known CM translational energy distributions for reactions (1) and (2), 

it is easy to calculate the laboratory Cl2:cF2cl product ratio at e ~ 

5g as a function of the branching ratio R. The details of the general 

proced~re are giVen in Appendix II~ The result is 

·We conclude that 

R = 0.120 

and 

Therefore, about 10% of t~e_CF2 cl2 molecules which dissociate yield 

CF2 + Cl2 at an energy fluence of 6 J/cm2 

To (:heck the reliabilitji of this procedure of relating tAB ion 

signals to Cl\'i proauct f"luxes, we also compared the experimental and 

theoretical CF2Cl:Cl ratio at various lab angles~ Since CF2Cl ~nd Cl 

come fiom th~ same ~issociation~thannel·, the CF2Cl:Cl ratio in the CM 

frame is one, ana the theoretical CF 2C1:Cl rati~at any lab a~gle will 

depend only on the CM translational energy distribution for this channel, 

the mo1ecular beam velocitji, and conservation of l~near momentum. 
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The experimental CF2Cl:Cl ratio ate= 5° (obtained by correcting the 

measurea ion signals as described above) was 3.99. The theoretical ratio 

at this angle, calculated using the best-fit P(E), was 3.96. Agreement 

this good is, of course, just an accident. Still, it reassures us that 

our determinations of fragmentation patterns and relative ionization cross 

sections are not grossly in error. 

Finally, the dependence of the branching ratio on energy fluence was 

investi~ated over the range 0.3-8 J/cm2• (Since the pulse length is 

constant, the energy fluence is proportional to the laser intensity.) For 
. + + . . 0 

these measurements, CF2Cl and Cl 2 were monitored at e = 10 

Also, in order to reduce counting times, the quadrupole resolution was 

lowered to -3 amu FWHM so that both CF2
35cl+ and CF

2
37cl+ as 

35 35 + 35 37 + weil as ' c1 2 and ' c1 2 could be counted. Even at 
+ this lower resolution, there was very little contaminaiion of the Cl~ 

signal by CF37ct, since the different TOF spectra of c1 2 and 

CF2Cl allowed us to discriminate against CF2Cl when counting c1 2 
(see Fig. 1). The branching ratios. were calculated in the manner 

describea previously, assuming now that all Cl isotopes were detected. 

lhe results are shown in Fig. 10, together with the single point derived 
35 35 .+ 35 + 0 earlier by comparing the ' Cl 2 and CF Cl s1gnal ate= 

5~. It appears that the branching ratio may shift slightly in favor of 

the Ci elimination channel as the energy fluence is increased. 
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IV. DISCUSSiON 

A. Proauct Energy Distributions 

· CF2Cl 2 .··~ CF 2C1 + Cl · 

Our resuits on the Cl elimination reaction· are. generally in good 

agreement with the ear ·1 ier results .of Sudbo et a 1., 1 although the 

present results .are more precise. There is, however, one minor 
+ 

discrepancy .. Sudbo et a1. claimed that·the Cl signal was correctly 
+ . 

re iated to the CF 2c 1 s igrial by momentum conservat i·on and cone luded 
. + 

that .the Cl 'S~gna1 originated from Cl with little·.contribution from 

fr~gmentation o~ C~~Cl in the ionizer. 
. .'+ 

I n· f a·c t , · C 1 · i s one of the · 

major ions in the mas·s spectr~mofthe'CF2Cl radical,·and'at·e = 5" 

a·lmost half of the ct signal arises fr'om CFll. 

lhe fact th~t the CF2Cl + ~1 translational ener~y distribution is 

well described by RRKM theory does not in ttself con~titute proof that the 
' ' 

reaction proceeds statistically. The shape of the translational energy 

disttibution is really not too sen~itive to the ext~nt 6f enetgy 

ranoornizat ion • This point has been emphasized recently by Thiele, Goodman 

. St 13 and one. How~ver, the general conclusion that RRKM theory correctly 

describes infrared multiphoton dissociation processes is not based on the 

shape of the translational energy d·istribution alone.·· Rather, it 1s based 

on the consistency of a large numbe~ of experimental ·observations covering 

a wide variety of polyatomic molecuJes. · The evidence is particularly 

compelling in the case of SF6 , for which experimental data exists on the 

average level of molecular excitatibn and the phenomenological absorption 
14 . . 

cross section (from optoacoustia measurements ), the average 

... 

•.; 
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dissociation lifetime (from observation of secondary dissociat1on of·sF5 
during the co2 ·laser pulse15 ), and the SF5 + F product translational 

energy distribution, 15 all as a function of the laser intensity and 

energy fluence. The data agree nicely with the predictions of a very 

simple rate equation model which assumes, for molecules above the 

dissociation threshold, a competition between the intensity-dependent 

excitation rate and the rate of statistical unimolecular reaction. 

Although we do not have independent data on the average level of 

excitation or the dissociation lifetime in the case of CF2c1 2, we will 

assume for now that the Cl elimination reaction is in fact stati~tital. 

Then, as discussed in Sec. III A, we can infer that the average level of 

molecular excitation is -a kcal/mole beyond the C-Cl dissociation 

threshold and that the unimolecular rate constant for the Cl elimination 

reaction is around 2.5 x 108 sec-1• In Part B of this Discussion, we 

will follow through the consequences of this assumption when we compare 

the experimental and RRKM theoretical branching ratios at this predicted 

average level of excitation. 

we·have assumed a 11 loose 11 critical configuration in the RRKM 

calculation for the Cl ·elimination reaction. That· is, the two bending 

frequencies associat~d with the departing Cl atom have been substantially 

lowered in the critical configuration (compared to the same frequencies in 

the molecule). Our particular choices for these freq~encies are, .of 

course, somewhat arbitrary. We should point out, though, that while the 

rate constant is quite sensitive to the Specific choices for the critical 

configuration frequencies, the translational energy distribution is 
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extremely ihsensitive to these choices. This is because the problem of 

determining, the fraction, f, of the excess energy which .ehters translation 

(i.e., the reaction. coordinate)·is really just a problem in equipartition 

of energy. For low excess energies, f will. depend ~omewhat on the 

frequencies (by way of the vibrational partition funct)o.n), since higher 

frequency vibrations may be_ "frozen 11 at low energies. However_, for 

sufficiently high e?<c.ess energies, f has to converge to the classi.cal 

. equipartition re.sulf, l/{'3N-6h wher_e N.is the number of atoms in the 

molec:ti;le. ForCF2Cl 2 ,'N.=-5~.and l/(3N~6) = O.ll. The RRKM 

caiculation gives f = 1.4/7.8 .= 0.18 for an .·excess energy of .7 .8 

kcal/mqle. Therefor.e~-at this relatively low excess energy the 

'translational 'd~gree of freedom is getting a little more than its_-

classical 11 fair-share 11 ,=~ainly at the expense of the high-frequency C-F 

stretc:hi~g vibrations. 

CF2Cl 2 + CF2 + Cl 2 

Our determination bf the product translational ener~y distribution. 

for ~he c1 2 elimination reaction is incompatible, with the estimates of 

Stephenson and King3 (hereafter ~bbreviated SK). we~fin~ that the CF2 

f~agm~nts are ~ormed with an average translational ~nerg~ of 4.7. * 0.3 -
'' 

~cal/mole, compared to sK•s estim~te of 1.5 *·0.5 ktal/mole. In addition. 

to CF2C1 2, SK have ~lso studied CF2 Br2 ~ 3 CF2Hcl 3 and 
' 16 ·-·· 

. CF2CFCl. . Sinqe molecular be-am data exists only for CF/1 2 and 

CF2HCl, ~e wi1l- cbncentrate on these two molecules iri our discussion. 

In SK •s experiment, infrared, pulses from a co2 TEA. laser and 

ultraviolet pulses from a frequency doubled N2-pumped dye laser were 
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propagated anti-colinear1y down the center of a gas cell containing low 

pressures (< 8 mtorr) of CF2C1 2 or CF2HC1. The radius of theIR 

beam was 0.047 em, while the radius of the UV beam was 0.005 em. The 

CF~ fragments were initially generated in a well-defined cylindrical 
~ 

region. The. concentrat1on of CF2 along the axis of this cylinder was 

then probed by UV laser-induced fluorescence as a function of the delay 

time between the start of the co2 laser pulse and the UV pulse. 

Assuming a Boltzmann velocity distribution for the CF2 products, SK show 

that tor long times after the co2 laser pulse the lase~-induced 

fluorescence intensity, S(t), should fall ott with a l/t2 

time-dependence. The slope of a plot of S(t) vs. 1/t2 is related to the 

most probable velocity of the Boltzmann distribution, from which the 

average translational energy, E1, may be calculated. SK confirmed that 
2 S(t) cr 1/t for delay times greater than 1-2 ~s. They calculated 

average translational energies of 1.5 ± 0.5 kcal/mole and 6.9 ± 2 

kcal/moie for the CF2 produced from CF2Cl2 and CF2Hcl, 

respectively. Comparee to the molecular beam results, SK's value for E1 
(CF2) is three times too low in the case of CF2c1 2, and two times 

too high in the case of CF2HC1. In fact, the molecular beam results 

show that the product translational energy distributiohs are nearly 

identical for CF2Cl 2 ~ CF2 + Cl 2 and for CF2HC1 ~ CF2 + HCl. 

The differences in the CF 2 velocity ana energy distributions are slight, 

due only to the different product mass combinations. Why, then, do SK's 

results differ so oramatically for these apparently very similar reaction~? 
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In the Appendix to Ref. 3, SK suggest that if the product velocity 

distributi~n-is closer to a delta function than to a Boltzmann 

distribution,· then their Er values would be lower by a factor of two. 

While.this would improve the agreement in thecase·of CF2Hcl, it·would 

.make matters even worse for CFll 2• As mentioned in the introduct:ibn, 

another p·ossibility is that most of the CF2 produced from CF2c1 2: is 

coming from secondary dissociation of CF2Cl. (Such complications cannot 

aris~ for CF2HCl, since HCl eliminati~n is the only important 

d·issociation channel.) WhileSK initiallY ·argued against thi's 

possj b i ~ i ty, 2 more recently they nave ~ug.gested17 that secondary 
. ~ . 

dissociation is actually the dominant,source of CF2• Although we saw no 

positive. evidence for secondary dissociation in the present .experiment, we 

are,·~nfortunately, not vety sensitive to this process. 

However, even in the absence of such interference, SK's optical TOF 

technique may run._into trouble because it has a strong bias for the 

produ.cts formed with low translational energy. With a mi'nimum delay time 

of 1 lJS and an IR beam radius· of 0.05 em, the detected products will 

mainly have speeds slower than 5 x 104 em/sec. From the present 

experiment and Ref. 8, ·wEi know that the most probable velocities of the 

CF2 pr.o'duc~d from CF2c1 2 and CF2HCl are 7.4 x 104 em/sec 

and 6.1 x 104 em/sec, r~spectively. Also, the distribution of recoil. 

velocities is rather' 'sharply peaked about the most probable value for both 

of·these reactions. Ccins~quehtly, most of the CF2 rad.icals have 

already left the cyl indtical viewing region before SK commence their 
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measurements. Only the slower products are lett behind to be detected. 

If the product velocity distribution is actually close to Boltzmann, then 

SK's experiment coula still yield the correct value for the most probable 

velocity •. However, if the distribution is much different from Boltzmann, 

then it is impossible to fino the most probable velocity by just looking 

at the slow end of the velocity distribution. It appears that the utility 

of this optical TOF method is severely limited unless the shape of the 

product velocity distribution is accurately known beforehand. 

The above observations may also be relevant to one other aspect of 

SK's results which we find puzzling. In the case of CF2HC1, SK claim 

that the average translational energy is the same for CF2 (v = 0) and 

CF2 (v2 = 5), the latter of which contains 3320 cm-1 of vibrational 

energy, ~hich is the equivalent of -3 co2 laser photons. Since t~e RRKM 

rate constant for CF2HC1 increases by more than a factor of six for each 

additional ph6ton absorbed beyond the dissociation threshold, it seems 

unlikely that the spread of excess energy of the molecules which 

dissociat~ is much more than one or two photons. Therefore, while the 

population distribution in the quasicontinuum is expected to be close to 

thermal, the distribution of the molecules which dissociate is probably 

cioser to a microcanonical ensemble (characterized by an energy E*) than 

to a canonical ensemble (characterizeo by a temperature T). In a 

microcanonical ensemble, energy must be conserv~d. Therefore, if a large 
. . . . 

amount of energy enters product vibration, we would expect to see a 

smaller amount of energy in product translation and/or fetation, and vice 

versa. In particular, the translational energy distribution of CF2 
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(v = 0) should be skewed to higher energies than that for CF2 (v2 = 

5). Th~ fact that SK observe essentially identical diffusional profiles 
' ' - ' ' . 

for ~F2 (v = O) and CF2 (v2 = 5) may indicate not that the average 

translat iona 1 energies are the same, but rather that the slow ends of the 

CF2 (v = 0) anp CF2 (v2 = 5) velocity distributions are very similar. 
'. 

B. Experimental and RRKM _Branching Ratio~. 
2 . 

pur result for the c1 2:c1 .bran.~hing ratio .at. 6 J/cm is R = 

0.120. This ratio changes by less than 25% over the fluence range 0.5 - 8 
2 J/cm . 
2 J/cm . 

Hudgens4 obtained R < 0.03 for fluences between 10 and 140 

As mentioned in the introduction, Hudgens 6btained this estimate 
35 + 35 35 + . 

by compartn9 the Cl and ' c1 2 s1gnals in his beam 

sampling mass spectrometer following a co2 laser pulse. Although 

Hudgens corrected for isotopic abundances, relative ionization cross 

sections and Cl 2 fragmentation in the ionizer, there are several other 

important factors for which he apparently did not (or could not) ·correct. 

Firsti the differing kinematics of the two reactions were not taken into 

account. The mass spectrometer, which looks directly into the CF2Cl 2 

gas flow, is more sensitive to the slower products of the Cl elimination 

reaction, since they are scattered into a narrower angular range than the 

products of the molecular elimination reaction. Second, the ion signals 

were not corrected tor the l/v velo~ity dependence of the ionization 

probability. Since the average velocity of the c1 2 products is. 

signifitantly higher than for ~he CF2Cl and Cl products, this correction 
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would tend to increase the measured c1 2 signal relative to Cl. Third, 
. + 
the Cl signal_was not corrected for_ contributions from CF2Cl. 

+ Therefore the measured Cl signal overestimates the true Cl signal. All 

three of these factors would tend to increase Hudgens• value for R, 

presumably bringing it closer to our result. 

We now wish to consider our expe~imental ~ranching ratio in the 

context of RRK~1 theory. The microcanonical RRKM branching ratio is, of 

course, only a function of the excitation energy E*: 

R(E*) 
GCl (E~l = E* 

= 1 2 2 
2 t 

Gel (Eel = E* 

configuration for the Cl elimination reaction. E~l ' E~l 
2 2 

are the corresponding quantities for the c12 
elimination reaction. The factor of 1/2 enters because the reaction path 

degeneracy is two for the Cl elimination reaction. 

The relevant energetics are depicted in Fig. 11. The .enthalpy change 

for the c1 2 elimination reaction was calculated using ~H~ 

(CF2C1 2) = -117~5 :1: 2 kca-l/mole18. and ~H~ {CF2) = -44.5 :t: 0.4 

kcal/mole. 19 The energy threshold for this reaction is assumed to be 7 

kca1/mole higher than the endothermicity, by analogy with the CF2HC1 + 

CF2 + HCl reaction. 9 (For CF2, unlike tH2, the ground electronic 

state is the singlet, with the lowest triplet state lying 47 kcal/mole 

higher in energy. 20 Therefore CF2Cl2 can adiabatically dissociate 
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to give ground electronic state CF2 and c1 2 products.) Unfortunately, 

the heat of formation of the CF2Cl radical is not known. However, Foon 

and Tait21 have estimated the dissociation energy D(R-Cl) for CF3Cl, 

CF2c1 2, CFC1 3, and CC1 4 using a competitive kinetic techryique (see 

Table 1). Their results reveal the interesting trend that the R-Cl bond 

strength increases as fluorine is substituted for chlorine. While this 

trend in bond strengths is expected to 9e fairly reliable (since similar 

assumptions were made for each member of the homologous series), the 

absolute values for D(CF3~Cl) and D(~Cl 3-Cl) are 3-5 kcal/mole lower 

than the values calculated using accurate JANAF18 data. This suggests 

that th~ other two bond strengths are aJso too low by about the same 

amount. We therefore increased D(CF2Cl-Cl) from 76 kcal/mole to 80 

kcal/mole. (The resulting value for aH~ (CF2Cl) is -66.5 

kcal/mole. This was used earlier to calculate the CF2-Cl bond energy.) 

In summary, the energy thresholds for Cl and c1 2 elimination appear to 

be essentially identical, although when the uncertainties are t~ken into 

account the energy separation could go several kcal/mole in either 

direction. As we shall see, for a small molecule like CF2c12 , the 

RRKM branching ratio depends critically on the value of this energy 

separation. 

in most applications of RRKM theory, the high-pressure Arrhenius 

A-factor is used to constrain the model for the critical configuration. 

It is well known that the calculated k(E*) vs. E* curve is extremely 

insensitive to the exact choices. of the critical configuration parameter~, 

so long as these parameters are chosen to reproduce the experimental 
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A-factor (see Ch. 6 of Ref. 22). Although A-factors have not been 

measured for the reactions considered here, we can still hope to come up 

with reasonable models of the critical configurations for the Cl and c1 2 
elimination reactions by considering results on similar systems. It is 

clear that the Cl elimination reaction, like other simple bond fission 

reactions, should be modeled by a 11 loose 11 critical configuration, where 

the bending frequencies associated with the C-Cl bond being broken are 

sub~tantially lowered in the critical configuration compared to the same 

frequencies in the excited molecule. (Typical range for A-factors of 

simple fission reactions: log10A = 14-16.) On the other hand, the 

c1 2 elimination reaction is expected to proceed through a 11 tighter 11 

critical configuration with frequencies not much different from those in 

the molecule. (Typical range for A-factors of 3-center elimination 

reactions: log10A = 12-14.) In Appendix I, we have calculated the 

RRKM rate constant vs. excess energy curves for both reactions assuming 

fairly 11 loose 11 and 11 tight 11 critical configurations for the Cl and c1 2 
eliminations, respectively. The models we have chosen for the critical 

configurations yield high-pressure A-factors of log10A = 15.4 for the 

Cl elimination reaction and log10A - 13.4 for the c1 2 elimination 

reaction at a temperature of 1000°K. If the energy thresholds for the two 

reactions are equal, the predicted branching ratio is 0.030 at an excess 

energy of 8.0 kcal/mole, which is about three times lower than the 

experimental result. Also, for equal thresholds, the RRKM branching ratio 

changes very slowly with excess energy, decreasing from R = 0.035 at. Et = 

1.8 kcal/mole to R = 0.029 at Et = 15.5 kcal/mole. That is, the curvature 
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of the k(E*) vs. E* curve is ~nly slightly greater for the c1 2 

elim.ination reaction than for ~he Cl elimination reaction. The two curves 

in Fig. Al are mainly just displaced vertically by a f~ctor of -30. This 

contrasts with the results shown in Fig. 5 of Ref. 23. We were unable to 

reproduce the kCl (E*) vs. E* curve of Grant et a1. 23 for any 
.2 

values of the critical configuration frequencies. Apparently, their curv~ 

was d.etermined empirically to fit their data, and is not the result of an 

RRKM calcul~tion~ 

The agreement betwe~n the eXperimental and RRKM branchi~g ratios 

could be improved ~Y either Jllaking E~ 12 somewhat lower than 

E~ 1 (the agreement is exact if E~ 12 is 4 kcal/mole lower than 

E~1 ) or by l()wering some of the freq,uencies in the critical 

configuration of the e1 2 elimination reaction. However, it should be 

emphasized that if Eg
12 

were to lie much more than 4 kcal/mole 
. 0 

below ECl' it would be impossible.t9 obtain an RRKM branching ratio 

of 0.1 without resorting to unreason~ble critical configuration parameters. 
. 0 . . t 0 

Even 1f Ee
12 

l1es above ECl' it may be possible for RRKM 

theory to reproduce the observed branching ratio. In this case, it is 

necessary to further loosen the e1 2 critical configuration. If · 

identical critical configuration frequencies are chosen for both 

reactions, then the RRKM branching ratio agrees with experiment if 

Eg1 1 ies 4 kcal/mole above E~ 1 . It is impossible to obtain 
2 0 0 agreement if Eel· 1 ies more than 4 kcal/mole above Eel, unless 

2 
we allow the concerted e1 2 elimination reaction to proceed through a 

looser critical configuration than the el elimination reaction. This is 
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an extreme assumption, not at all reasonable, and the value Eg1 
0 Eel = 4 kcal/mole 

additiqn, if Eg1 2 

should be considered as an upper bound. In 

lies_significantly above E~ 1 , the branchi~g 

2 

ratio must increase (shift in favor of el 2) as ~he energy is increased 

(at least this is true in the energy range of interest, 1-15 kcal/mole 

above E~ 1 ). This would seem to contradict the experimental result 

that R remains constant, or decreases slightly, as the laser intensity is 

increased. Since the error bars in Fig. 9 are rather large, and since we 

probably are not changing the excitation energy too much as we vary the 

laser intensity over one decade, we cannot rule out the possibility that 

E~ 1 lies somewhat above E~ 1 . However, we disagree with the 
2 

contention of Grant et al. 5, 23that the branching ratio at the level of 

excitation under consideration can shift in favor of the atomic 
0 elimination as the excitation energy is increased even if Eel 

0 
above Eel· 

2 
lies 

To summarize, we have shown that one may reasonably obtain agreement 

between the experimental and RRKM branching ratios only- if the energy 

threshold separation, ~E~12 - Eg11, is less than 4 kcal/mole. 

The true energy threshold separation, estimated to be E~ 1 2 
E~ 1 = 0 ± 3 kcal/mole, satisfies this constraint. Unfortunately, the 

experimental uncertainty in E~ 1 - E~ 1 is rather large. 
2 

Therefore any more detailed conclusions must await better thermochemical 
I 

and/or kinetic data which would allow the energy threshold separation and 

critical configuration parameters to be specified more precisely. 
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Table];. R-Cl Bond Dissociation:Energies 

D(R .,. Cl} (kcal/mole) ,, 

Molecule Experimental Calcul~ted usi'ng 
(Ref. 21) JANAF data 

(Ref. 18) 

CF3Cl 81 86 
\ 

" tF2Cl2 76 --
CFC1 3 72 --
CC1 4 .~8 '· 71 •.· 

. 

-., 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Fig. l. 

Fig. 2. 

Fig. 3. 

+ + 
lime-of-flight aistributions of CF2Cl and c1 2 measured 

ate= 5g. The distance from the interaction region to the 

center of the ionizer is 21.2 em. The time scale has not been 

corrected for the flight time of the ions throug~ the mass 
+ + 

spectrometer (about 29 ~s fQr CF2Cl and 26 ~s for Cl 2). 

Laboratory angular distribution of CF/1. 0 Experimental 
+ 

points (CF2Cl monitorea by the mass spectrometer). Error 

bars represent two standard deviations. The curves were 

· calculated from the P{E) •s shown in Fig. 4. 

Laborator·.Y velocity tlux oistributions of CF2Cl. Symbols as 

in Fig. 2. 

Fig. 4. RRKM center-of-mass translational energy aistributions for the 

products of the Cl elimination reaction. 

3.3 kcal/mole excess energy; 

8.0 kcal/mole excess energy; 

- - - - - - - - - 12.6 kcal/mole excess energy. 
. + 

Fig. 5. Angular aistribution of Cl mass spectrometer signal. 

Fig. b. 

0 Experimental points (error bars represent two 

standard deviations); 

Best fit, obtained by addi~g the individual 

contributions (dashea curv~s) of the Cl ano CF2Cl dissociation 
+ fragments to the Cl signal. The'aashed curves were 

calculated from the solid-line P(E) in Fig. 4. 
. + 

Velocity flux distributions of the Cl mass spectrometer 

signal. Symbols as in Fig. 5. 
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Fig. 7. Velocity fJux distributjons of Cl 2. 0 Experimental po.ints 

(C 1; monitored). The curve's were ca 1 cu lat¢d from the 

P(E) 's in Fi.g. 8. 

Fig. 8. . Tria 1 center-of-mass trans lationa 1 enepgy di str.ibutions for the 

products of the c1 2 elimin9tion- reaction. 

Fig. 9. 

P(E) . a: (E - a) 2 exp( ... :t.(b') · 

a = 0_,_, b ..... 8/'3; 

a = 1, b 7 f.3; 

a = 2, b = 2. 
'I ~ 

- - ..... ' . 

' A 11 three d'i strihut ions have a mean trans 1 ationa 1 energy of 8 

kca 1 /mole~. 
. + 

Angular distribution of CF2 mass spectrometer signal. 

0 _Experimentql points (error- bars represent two 

standard deviations)i 

Theoretical CF/1 angular distribution calculated 

from 'the solid-line P(EL i_n Fig. 4;_ 

- - - - -- Calculated cF; angular distribution assuming 

complete secondary dissocia~ion of CF2Cl; 
+ - Calculated CF2 angular distribution assul"(ling 20% 

secondary dissociation. 

Fig. 10. Ratio of molecular to atomic chlorine ~limination from 

CF2c1 2 vs. laser energy fluerice. 
+ + . . 0 e CF:2Cl and c1 2 monito_red at a = 10; 

+ . + 
0 CFCl andC1 2 monitored at a= 5°. 

Error bars repre~ent one standard deviation. 

(Note offset vertical scale.) 

10.' 
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Fig. 11. Energy diagram for CF2c1 2 dissociation. The average level 

of excitation of the ~olecules which dissociate is estimated to 

be 88 kcal/mole .. ·· 

•:_.,;· 
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Appendix I: RRKM Calculations 

The RRKM rate constant is given by 

g G(Et = E* 
k(E*) = h N(E*) 

where E* is the excitation energy, E
0 

is the threshold energy for 

dissociation, N(E*) is the density of states for the molecule at energy 

E*, G(ft) is the sum of states available to the critical configuration 

at excess energy Et, g is the reaction path degeneracy (g = 2 for Cl 

elimination, g = 1 fpr c1 2 eliminatio~), and h is Planck•s constant. 

k(E*) was evaluated u~ing the computer code of Hase and Bunker. The 

_energy thresholds for both the Cl and c12 elimination reactions were set 

equal to 80 kcal/mole. Sums and densities of states were calculated in 

the harmonic approximation using the semiclassical Whitten-Rabinovitch 

approximation. 22 The frequencies used are listed in Table Al. For the 

Cl elimination reaction, one of the C-Cl stretching frequencies is lost in 

the critical configuration, and two bending frequencies were substantially 

lowered. For the Cl 2 elimination reaction, both C-Cl stretching 

frequencies are lost in the critical configuration and a Cl-Cl stretching 

frequency appears (which we set equal to the vibrational frequency of 

diatomic chlorine). The bending frequencies in the critical configuration 

were not changed from the corresponding molecular frequencies. 

We also took into account the slight shift in the excess energy scale 

due to the difference in rotational energy between the molecule and 

critical configuration (treating the external rotati~ns as adiabatic). 

Assuming rC-Cl = 1.74 A, rC-F = 1.33J, and tetrahedral bond angles, 
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the principal moments of inertia of the molecule were calculated to be (ih 

amu A2 . - .J .. Ixx = 124, Iyy = 220~ Izz = 186. For the critical 

configuration of the Cl eHmination reaction, we assumed one C-Cl bond was 

stretched to 3.0 A, yielding r:x = 138, r;y = 459,.r1z = 411. For 
., , .-.. . . 

the critical configuration of the c1 2 elimination ~eaction, we kept both 
. . . . 

· C-Cl bo~d len.gths at 1.74 A but reduced.the Cl-C-Cl bond angle until the 

Cl-Cl distance equaled 2.0 A.(the equilibrium bond distanc~ in Cl 2),' 

yi~lding r!x. = 117, It ~· 194, I~z ~ 167. At an assumed rotational 
yy ' 

ternperature of lOO"K in the ~olecular beam, the calculated di,fferences in 

rotational ene.rgy between the molecule and crictical config.uration were 

+Q~24 and -0.03 kcaljmole for the:Cl and c1 2 eliminations, 

respectiveiy. Thus, the effect of the adiabatic rotations. is· to increase 

slightly the rate of Cl elimination relative to c1 2 elimination at a 

given (vib~ational) excitation energy E*. 

The above models lead to cakulated high-pressure Arrhenius A-factors 

of log10A = 15.4, 13.4 for the Cl, C1 2 elimination reactions at T = 
' . '.. . .. 

1000°K. (In retrospect, the inclusion of the detail of·the effect of 

adiabatic rotations does not really seem warranted, since we•re guessing 

at the A-factors anyway.) 
' ' 

The results of the RRKM cal~ulation are shown in Fig. A~. We ~auld 
" 

like to make several comments concerning the rate constant curves: 

1. If the energy threshold, E ·~ is changed slightly, then to~ good 
0 . 

approximation the k(E*) vs. E* curve retains the same shape, and is 

merely displaced horizontally~ 

.. 

/-!_ 
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2. If the critical configuration frequencjes are altered, the rate 

constant curve again retains about the same shape, and is only 

displaced vertically. 

3. Because of (1) and (2), changes in the branching ratio with 

excitation. energy are mainly due to differences in_the ener~y 

thresholds of the competing dissociation channels, not differences in 

the ~hapes bf the rate constant curves. Actually, the basic shape of 

the rate constant curve i~ largely determined by the number of 

vibrational degrees of freedom in .the parent molecule. 

4. If anharmonicity is taken into account during the state counting, the 

effect is to decrease the
1

RRKM rate constants (lengthen the 

lifetimes), since anharmonicity will increase the density of states 

of the molecule at energy E* much more than it will increase the sum 

of states available to the critical configuration at energy E* -

E
0

• HoweVer, since the branching ratio between two competing 

channels does not depend on the absolute value of N(E*), this 

quantity will not be greatly affected by anharmoni~ corrections. 
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. Table Al. Frequencies used in RRKM cplculations . 

. , 

Mole.cular· Frequencies Critical Conf1 gurati on 1 Frequenc te·s, 
._. ( cm-1) . .· .. (em~ 1 ) · ·. · 
(Ref. 7) 

; Cl e llmi nation channel Cl2 elimination channel 

' 
,. 

·•· 
1167 1167 1167 

1098 1098 1098 
·:·,' ; 

9?3 --
6'67 -· 667 560 

458 458 458 
.• 

446 446 446 

435 435 435 

322 68 322 
.. 

262 55 262 
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Fig. Al. RRKM rate constant curves for Cl ~nd c1 2 eliminati~n from 

• CF2c1 2, assuming a threshold energy of 80 kcal/mole for both 

channels. 
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Appendix II: Relationship Between LAB and CM Product Ratios. 

Consider two competing unimolecular dissociation channels of a parent 

molecule M: 

(channel A) 

(channel B) 

where t'1 = m1 + m2 = m3 + m4• 

Suppose that, in the laboratory, a beam of parent molecules is moving 

with velocity vM. At t = 0, some of the M molecules are energized by a 

laser pulse to a level which is above the threshold energies of both 

channels A and B. A number cA of the energized molecules decompose 

through channel A, while the remaining cB molecules decompose through 

channel B. The product branching ratio is given by 

CA 
R = 

In the CM reference frame (that is, to an observer traveling with velocity 
+ 
vM)' the fragments from each dissociation channel will,appear to recoil 

with characteristic translational energy and angular distributions. It is 

well established that in infrared multiphoton dissociation the CM ·product 

angular distributi~n is essentially isotropic. We will adopt this 

simplification here. Thus the ratio of the fluxes of any two products 

will be independent of angle in the CM coordinate system. This will not 

be true in the LAB. 

Suppose we monitor fragment m1 from channel A ana fragment m3 
from channel B at a fixed laboratory angle El (measured relative to vM). 
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Our goal is to cal~ulate R from the measu~ed m1:m3 signal ratio, 

a~suming that we know the CM translational energy distributions for both 

dissociation channels. 

For now just consider channel A. The quantity of ~reatest physical 
. . 

significance is the CM differential flux distributidn in energy space, 

which is given by 

diCM (E) 
A 

dE = 

Where E is the combined CM translat~onal energ~ of m1 and m2 and 

PA(E), is_the_normali~_ed CM product translational energy distri_~uttbn for 

channe ~ A.t (P A (E) has units of ( energi(1~ dl ~M(E)/dE has unit~ _ 

of number _of dissociatiOJ:J events (through channel A) per laser pulse.per. 

unit energy.) 

The CM differential flux distribution of fragment m1 in velocity 

space is 

= 

where u1 is the CM velocity of m1 and PA(u1) is. th_e normalized Cf'/1 · 

velocit.Y oistribution for m1. (PA(u1) has units of 
-1 (velocity} .} E is _related tq u1 according to 

3. mlM . 2 
E __ ['(1.19503 X .10- ). ~ Ju1, 

2 

:•- ' 

~ ... 

. ~-
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where E is in kcal/mole, the masses are in amu•s, and u1 is in units of 

4 10 em/sec. We will drop the numerical factor, since we could always 

choose velocity units which would make this factor one. 

Since flux is conserved, 

di~M (E) 
dE dE = 

or equivalently, 

Hence 
. dE mlM . 

PA(ul) = PA(E) dul = m2 •·Ul. PA(E). 

The m1 signal measured in the labortory at angle e is given by 

00 

= 

where dN~~8 (v 1 )/dv 1 is the LAB differential number density 

distribution of fragment m1 i~ velocity spaie (at angle e), v1 is the 

LAB velocity of m
1

, and r is an apparatus constant. (Recall that the 

ionizer is a number density detector.) The units of NLAB (e) are 
ml 

simply number of m1 counts per laser pulse. Transforming from LAB 

number density to flux gives 
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•· 
00 diLAB • 

·NLAB rf m1 
( vl ) 

(e) = dv1. m1 dv1 . v, 
', 

0 

The ~AB and CM diff~rential velocity flux distributions are related by the 

usual tr.ansto·rmation Jacobian: 24 

diLAB (v ) 
m1 . 1 
dv1 

= 

2 v, 
~-·~ 
. u1 

Substituting in we g~t 

00 

NLAB (e) = .r J m· 1 
0 

00 

= r CA J 
0 

m
1 

~1 

= r cAm 
.2 

di~~1 (u
1

) 

du 1 

diCM 
A· ( u, ) 

d,u1 

v, 
2 

. -2 
u, 

v1 
dv1 

p ( u, ) -:--'2 . A 
' u, 

00 

f 
v 

PA (E) .2 dv . 
u, 1 

·o 

1 dv1 v1 

· If we go through the same procedure for fragme~t m3 f~o~ ~issoctatjon 

channel B, we find that the m1:mj sig~al ratio at angle e ts given by 

~· 

!-' 
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NLAB (e) 
m1 

= 
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00 

J v1 
PA (E) -u dv1 

R(m1m4) 0 1 . 
m2m3 oo 

J v3 
PB (E) -. dv3 0 u3 

This is the desired relationship between the product ra~io measured in the 

LAB and the corresponding CM quantity • 
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